Background: Age-related changes in nociception have been extensively studied in the past decades. However, it remains unclear whether in addition to the increased incidence of chronic illness, age-related changes in nociception contribute to increased prevalence of pain in the elderly. Although a great deal of evidence suggests that nociception thresholds increase with aging, other studies yield disparate results. The aim of this investigation was to longitudinally determine the effect of aging on nociception.
AGE-RELATED changes in nociception has been an area of significant clinical and scientific interest over the past decades. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] One reason for such interest is that in the growing elderly population, pain is often associated with chronic illnesses and is one of the most common reasons prompting the need for medical care. However, it is unclear whether age-related physiologic changes in nociception contribute to increased prevalence of pain in the elderly. 1, 6 Another reason to study age-related changes in nociception is that when pain occurs at younger ages, it can lead to long-term changes in pain perception, processing, and development. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Therefore, a better understanding of age-related changes in nociception would enable the development and delivery of age-appropriate therapy.
Although the effects of aging are incompletely understood, there is evidence from human and animal studies suggesting that age-related changes in nociception have a curvilinear pattern. For example, population-based studies indicate that prevalence rates of chronic pain peak in midlife 12, 13 and that middle-aged individuals report larger number of pain locations, higher prevalence of fibromyalgia, and higher rates of undiagnosed causes of pain. 14 In animals, age-related changes in sensitivity to longer-lasting and tonic pain peak during midlife. 15 In a study evaluating pain behavior after formalin injection (a model of tissue injury and inflammation), rats displayed an age-related curvilinear pattern of sensitivity to tonic pain. Middle-aged rats showed the greatest sensitivity, whereas young and older animals displayed similar and lower sensitivity to the formalin test. 15 Therefore, although the pattern of age-related changes in nociception is incompletely understood, there is growing evidence showing that it may be curvilinear.
Similarly, the effects of aging in each of the individual sensory nerve fibers-A␤ (pressure sensation), A␦ (welllocalized sharp pain), and C (diffuse burning pain)-are also incompletely understood. Some investigations in humans suggest that aging might differentially affect sensory nerves. Researchers have suggested that in the elderly, there is impairment of A␦ 16 -18 and A␤ fibers 2 manifested by abnormalities in thermal and pressure nociception. Therefore, the development of a method that allows for longitudinal studies of the effects of aging on each sensory nerve fiber is needed and could contribute to the understanding of age-related changes in nociception and to the development of age-specific therapy.
In this study, we developed an assay to evaluate pain thresholds using electrical stimuli at 2,000, 250, and 5 Hz to preferentially stimulate A␤, A␦, and C sensory nerve fibers, respectively. In addition, contrary to most studies of nociception using methods that measure simple re-flexive behavior in response to phasic nociceptive stimulation (tail-flick test, hot plate), we developed a technique that allows for the longitudinal study of complex pain-avoiding behavior in response to noxious stimulation. We defined vocalization as the pain-avoiding behavior to electrical stimuli and measured current vocalization threshold in 36 mice starting at the age of 10 weeks through their life span or 104 weeks.
Materials and Methods
We studied vocalization threshold to electrical stimuli in 36 female B6129SF2/J mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) and longitudinally measured pain thresholds over the life span of each mouse or until 104 weeks of life. To study animals throughout the aging process, as recommended by gerontology researchers, we selected ages that represent youth, middle age, and senescence for this mouse strain. 19, 20 To eliminate operator variation, we developed this assay such that delivery, intensity, duration, and type of electrical stimulus as well as detection of pain-avoiding behavior were automated. Daily and before each experiment, animals were weighed and visually examined for signs of poor health. Mice were housed in ventilated cages in a temperaturecontrolled environment (21°C) and kept in a standard 12-h light-dark cycle, with food pellets (National Institutes of Health diet) and water available ad libitum. Mice were housed on Tek-Fresh bedding (Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI), with paper tubes, nestlets, and nutritional supplements (fresh fruit or bacon softies; BioServ, Frenchtown, NJ) for enrichment. All experiments were performed between 7:30 and 10:30 AM in a quiet room with only one animal present during measurements. Animals were acclimatized to the holder during three 10min sessions 1-2 weeks before the initial study. The investigational protocol was approved by the Clinical Center Animal Care and Use Committee, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland. Figure 1 illustrates the components of the nociception assay. Custom hardware and software were designed to control and automate electrical stimulation frequency, intensity, duration, and duty cycle. The system automates a large portion of the protocol to facilitate the conduct of experiments, reduces user fatigue by sequencing the protocol, providing automated and manual detection of vocalizations, providing a handheld remote control and display (enables user to focus on mouse instead of laptop screen), and saving experiment data to a file for subsequent analysis. The application-specific software program controls all components of the system. The electrical stimulus is generated by a neurostimulator (Neurometer; Neurotron, Inc., Baltimore, MD), and is controlled through a standard RS-232 serial port. A custom-built handheld remote control and display device is connected through a custom cable to a digital I/O PCMCIA card (6533; National Instruments, Austin, TX). A microphone (AT943-SP; Sound Professionals, Mt. Laurel, NJ) is placed on a rubber mount in front of the mouse and is connected to a custom-built preamplifier circuit. The amplified audio signal is digitized with a data acquisition PCMCIA card (National Instruments). Animals were gently restrained in a mouse holder (Kent Scientific Corporation, Torrington, CT) such that the tail was accessible to the investigator. The mouse holder was slightly modified to minimize mouse chewing and scratching on hard surfaces, which can be a source of problematic audio noise. A grounding (SDE44; Neurotron Inc.) and a stimulating electrode (ATE1925; Neurotron Inc.) were attached to the tail approximately 1 cm apart.
Nociception Assay

Current Vocalization Threshold
In this nociception assay, vocalization was the painavoiding behavior used to terminate delivery of electrical stimulus. The amperage of the electrical stimulus that elicits vocalization is defined as current vocalization threshold. For ease of presentation, we chose to define the unit of measurement of current vocalization thresh- old as the unit that corresponds to 100 times the intensity (amperage) that elicited vocalization (table 1). To develop a protocol (i.e., hardware and software) to detect mouse vocalizations, we conducted pilot studies to determine the characteristics of vocalization in response to the electrical stimulus. Because movements by the mouse during the experiment are picked up by the microphone, they must be distinguished from vocalizations. Typically, these signals are much lower in frequency and do not share the same characteristics as a vocalization. The software program accepts audio data from the microphone and performs filtering operations to remove background noise and spikes caused by scratching or chewing. After filtering, calculations are performed to find any audio segment that contains significant energy to be considered a possible vocalization. Energy segments of short duration (Ͻ 5 ms) are rejected as noise. Further processing is performed on the remaining segments to determine any periodicity present in the signal. If a segment is determined to be reasonably periodic and within a predefined repetition rate, that segment is classified as a vocalization, and the electrical stimulus is immediately terminated.
Delivery of Electrical Stimulus
Electrical stimuli are delivered at three different frequencies, 2,000, 250, and 5 Hz, which are believed to preferentially stimulate A␤, A␦, and C fibers, respectively. 21 For a given frequency, stimuli are delivered at predetermined intervals and in incremental intensities within ranges shown in table 1. In a given day, vocalization threshold for each frequency was measured five times, and for analyses of all factors except repetition, we used the average of these five measurements. For a given frequency, each stepwise intensity increase of electrical stimulus lasted 1 s, and there was a 1-s interval between each stimulus delivered (50% duty cycle). The electrical stimulus pulse that elicits vocalization could last less than 1 s if detection of vocalization occurs before completion of the normal pulse. There is a 1-min interval between deliveries of electrical stimuli of different frequencies.
The computer program reads in the desired experimental protocol, which is stored in a spreadsheet format (see experimental design). This file contains the permutation of electrical stimulus frequencies for each mouse for each day of the protocol. It also contains minimum and maximum amperages for each frequency, as well as the duration and pause timings for each stimulus. The program provides visual feedback to the user as to the electrical stimulus frequency, intensity, and repetition. The investigator can manually stop a stimulus (due to missed automatic vocalization detection), inform the program of false automatic vocalization detection, or abort the entire procedure if necessary. The handheld remote control and display device allows a single person to operate the system while still paying close attention to the mouse. Table 2 shows the protocol and order of electrical stimulus delivery. Measurements were obtained during 250, 2,000, 5 Hz 5, 250, 2,000 Hz 2,000, 250, 5 Hz 250, 5, 2,000 Hz 2,000, 5, 250 Hz 5, 2,000, 250 Hz 5 5, 250, 2,000 Hz 2,000, 5, 250 Hz 250, 2,000, 5 Hz 5, 2,000, 250 Hz 2,000, 250, 5 Hz 250, 5, 2,000 Hz 6 2,000, 5, 250 Hz 250, 2,000, 5 Hz 250, 5, 2,000 Hz 2,000, 250, 5 Hz 5, 2,000, 250 Hz 5, 250, 2,000 Hz * Thirty-six animals were enrolled in this study and followed for the duration of their lives or until 104 weeks. Animals were studied in groups of six (a total of six groups of six animals). The assignment of their random order of electrical stimulus was maintained for each and all age study periods. During each age study period (table 3) , measurements of current vocalization threshold were obtained over 2 weeks.
Study Design and Experimental Protocol
each age study period at intervals described in table 3 in awake and nonsedated animals. To evaluate whether mice develop habituation to electrical stimulus, during each age period indicated in table 3, we obtained repeated measurements of current vocalization thresholds for each frequency in six different sessions (every other day for 2 consecutive weeks). Further, to evaluate the impact of exposure to each electrical frequency on the vocalization threshold of the other two frequencies, we used a Latin square design where each animal was exposed to all possible permutations of electrical frequencies. Animals were studied in groups of six, and the assigned permutations were maintained throughout the study.
Statistical Methods
Data were analyzed using SAS Version 8.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Each frequency vocalization threshold (2,000, 250, and 5 Hz) was analyzed separately using repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the procedure for generalized linear models; the Wilks lambda multivariate test for within-subjects effects was used. The experimental design (Latin square) allowed us to control for sequence of electrical stimuli (six permutations of the order of delivery of the three frequencies) and session (six sessions, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for 2 weeks) for each of the five age periods studied. Separately, at each of the five age periods studied, we also performed a two-way analysis using the means of five repetitions, to examine the effect of sequence and session. To determine the effect of sequence and session at each period, the Tukey honestly significant difference was used for post hoc testing. Using repeated-measures ANOVA, we also evaluated the effect of repetition, because each frequency at each session was repeated five times. We used contrasts for post hoc testing to compare the five repetitions among each other (10 pairwise comparisons); P values were adjusted using the Holm adjustment for multiple comparisons. We used repeated-measures ANOVA to determine whether there was a difference among the five age periods studied. Contrasts among all five periods (10 pairwise comparisons) were used for post hoc testing, and these P values were adjusted using the Holm method. P values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
Results
Throughout the study, animals showed no signs of distress nor incurred any injury from the electrical stimuli. Twenty-one of 36 mice survived for the entirety of the study, and 15 died of natural deaths. Previous pilot studies showed that a mouse's vocalization in response to electrical stimulus can present with a range of frequencies (2-15 kHz) and amplitudes. Some vocalizations are sine waves of a single frequency, others resemble a chirp (the frequency slowly increases/decreases during the duration of the vocalization), and still others are more complex and do not fit simple descriptions, although almost all contain a strong sinusoidal component. Over time, there were no noticeable differences in animals' audible vocalizations in response to electrical stimulus.
Throughout the duration of the study, no audible vocalizations were heard or recorded while animals were in the restraint device or their cages, except when electrical stimuli were delivered. In addition, the false trigger rate (inaccurate detection of vocalization by the software when it did not occur) was less than 2% of measurements and was usually elicited by environmental noise (refrigerators, knocks on doors, centrifuges), and that of missed vocalizations (when the software did not detect a vocalization that did occur) was less than 1%. During experiments, we observed that in response to electrical stimuli of intensities lower than that which elicited vocalization (current vocalization threshold), animals displayed variable random tail movements suggesting that perception of stimulus preceded vocalization. Table 3 outlines the number of animals and ages at each age study period. Repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that mean current vocalization thresholds in response to 2,000-, 250-, and 5-Hz electrical stimulus changes over time in a U-shaped pattern (all P Յ 0.001; fig. 2 ). Post hoc analysis with the Holm correction for multiple comparisons indicated that for 2,000 Hz, the mean current vocalization threshold was similar at younger and older ages (14 and 103 weeks, respectively; P ϭ not significant), and that at younger age (14 weeks) was higher than that at middle ages (P Ͻ 0.05). For 250 Hz, mean current vocalization thresholds at younger and older ages were higher than those of middle ages (44, 64, and 84 weeks; P Ͻ 0.04). Finally, for 5 Hz, the mean current vocalization threshold was similar at younger and older ages (14 and 103 weeks respectively; P ϭ not significant), and both were higher than those at middle ages (44, 64, and 84 weeks; all P Ͻ 0.04).
Effect of Aging on Current Vocalization Thresholds
Effect of Order of Delivery of Electrical Stimulus Frequencies on Current Vocalization Thresholds
To evaluate the impact of electrical stimulation with a given frequency on current vocalization threshold for other frequencies, we used a Latin square design where animals were exposed to all possible permutations of electrical stimulus. Repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that in the first study period (14 weeks), vocalization thresholds varied with the sequence in which electrical stimulus (2,000, 250, and 5 Hz) was delivered (P Ͻ 0.008). Post hoc analysis with the Tukey honestly significant difference test showed that mean vocalization thresholds for 2,000-and 250-Hz frequencies were lower when they were obtained after compared with when they were obtained before the 5-Hz electrical stimulus (P Ͻ 0.05). There was no impact of the sequence of delivery of any electrical stimuli on the vocalization threshold for the 5-Hz frequency (table 4; P ϭ not significant).
Effect of Repetitions of Current Vocalization Threshold to Electrical Stimulus Obtained within 1 Day
Repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that there were differences among the five measurements that yielded the mean current vocalization threshold for 2,000 and 250 Hz (P Ͻ 0.0001 for both) and 5 Hz (P Ͻ 0.01) over all age periods. We were primarily interested in comparing the first repetition to subsequent measurements, although we adjusted P values for all 10 pairwise comparisons. Post hoc analysis using the Holm adjusted P Fig. 2 . Mean ؎ SEM current vocalization thresholds for 2,000-, 250-, and 5-Hz electrical stimuli for 21 mice that lived through the entire duration of the experiment. Over time, for all three electrical frequencies, 2,000, 250, and 5 Hz, and in turn, preferentially for A␤, A␦, and C sensory nerve fibers, average current vocalization threshold to electrical stimulus changes in an Ushaped pattern, i.e., it initially decreases and then increases (all P < 0.001). Average current vocalization threshold at young and old ages (14 and 103 weeks) are higher than those at middle ages for 250-and 5-Hz frequencies (all P < 0.05). , vocalization threshold varied according to the sequence in which each stimulus (2,000, 250, and 5 Hz) was delivered (P Ͻ 0.008). For 2,000 and 250 Hz, vocalization thresholds were lower when they were obtained after compared with when they were obtained before the 5-Hz electrical stimulus (P Ͻ 0.05).
There was no impact of the sequence of delivery of electrical stimuli for the 5-Hz frequency (P ϭ not significant).
values for multiple comparisons indicated that for 2,000and 250-Hz frequencies, the first vocalization threshold was higher than each of the four subsequent measurements (all P ϭ 0.001; fig. 3 ). For the 5-Hz frequency, the first repetition was significantly different from the third, fourth, and fifth repetitions (all P Ͻ 0.05) but not the second (P ϭ 0.17) repetition.
Effect of Repeated Current Vocalization Threshold Measurements Obtained in Different Days over 2 Weeks at Each Age Study Period
To investigate whether animals develop habituation to electrical stimuli, current vocalization threshold for all frequencies was determined every other day (session) for 6 days, in random order, over a 2-week interval for each age study period as described in table 2. We evaluated whether there was a difference among mean current vocalization threshold for each frequency obtained on 6 different days (sessions) during a given age study period. At any and all study periods, for 2,000-, 250-, and 5-Hz frequencies, there were no differences among mean vocalization threshold obtained on different days (all P ϭ not significant; data not shown).
Discussion
In this study, we found that in female mice, current vocalization threshold to electrical stimulation changes with aging in a U-shaped pattern. This U-shaped pattern of response was observed with electrical stimulation at 2,000, 250, and 5 Hz, which are believed to preferentially stimulate A␤, A␦, and C sensory nerve fibers, respectively. Specifically, our findings indicate that in midlife compared with youth and senescence, painavoiding behavior is elicited with lower intensity electrical stimuli ( fig. 2 ), suggesting that middle-aged mice have lower tolerance to noxious stimuli. The fact that random variable tail movements occur with electrical stimuli of intensities lower than that which elicits vocalization might suggest that perception of stimulus precedes vocalization and that vocalization reflects pain tolerance and not perception threshold to electrical stimulation. We conclude that over the life span of mice, there are age-related changes in nociception that impact on the animals' display of pain-avoiding behavior in a U-shaped pattern.
The impact of aging on nociception has been investigated in human and animal studies with various noxious stimuli. 5, 22 Although the majority of nociception studies using various methods suggest that sensitivity to noxious stimulation might decrease with aging in both humans and animals, 4, 22, 23 other investigations show disparate results. 24, 25 For example, in humans, somatosensory thresholds for warmth, cold, and vibration were shown to increase, pressure pain threshold to decrease, and heat pain threshold to remain unchanged with aging. 4 Studies in rats have shown that aging is associated with unchanged thermal reaction latency (tail immersion in 48°C water) and decreased mechanical pressure thresholds (paw pressure/struggle threshold, von Frey test). 24 -26 In rats, adults (125 days old) had longer withdrawal latencies to conductive thermal stimuli at 40°-45°C, but not 35°C or 50°C, compared with very young pups (5 and 10 days old). 27 In other studies, older rats (Ͼ 22 months) had decreased nociceptive response to high-intensity heat 26 and increased pressure pain threshold compared with younger (3 months) animals. 28 In rats, vocalization or jump threshold to nonneurospecific electrical stimulation decreased with aging. 29, 30 Researchers have suggested that these inconsistent results could be explained by variability of experimental designs, endpoints, and methodologies used (intensity and duration of noxious stimulus) and differences in strains and age groups studied. 4, 5, 22, 31 Nevertheless, these conflicting results suggest that age-related changes in nociception are incompletely understood.
Although several studies suggest that aging impacts nociception in a linear pattern, there is growing evidence indicating that age-related changes in pain behavior are nonlinear. For example, data derived from population-based studies suggest that prevalence rates for chronic pain peaks in midlife. [12] [13] [14] In animals, age-related changes in sensitivity to longer-lasting and tonic pain were shown to have a curvilinear pattern and to peak in midlife in rodent models of tissue injury and inflammation. 15 Along with studies of behavior response to pain, investigations of age-related anatomical and physiologic changes of the peripheral and central nervous systems of humans and animals suggest that agerelated changes in nociceptive fibers are curvilinear throughout life. 5, 32, 33 In murine peripheral nervous system, myelin thickness increases until 12 months and decreases between 12 and 22 months, nerve degeneration appears between 12 and 20 months, and a general disorganization and marked nerve fiber loss become evident beyond 20 months. 33 Another study shows that in mice, nerve conduction velocity increases from 2 to 6 months, remains unchanged during adulthood, and subsequently decreases with aging, following an inverted U-shaped pattern. 32, 34 The current investigation shows that in response to electrical stimulation, of possibly both myelinated (A␤, A␦) and unmyelinated (C) fibers, mice display an age-related U-shaped pattern of response that closely mirrors age-related anatomical and neurophysiological changes in their peripheral nervous system. Although it is unclear whether a mechanistic relation between changes we observed in current vocalization threshold and physiologic age-related changes in myelinization and nerve conduction velocity in mice exists, our study adds to the body of literature suggesting that age-related changes in nociception are curvilinear.
Most studies of age-related changes in nociception and pain threshold use phasic stimulus in the form of thermal and mechanical stimulation in rats. 5, 22, 35 Although traditional methods have proven valuable for the study of pain, some have limitations for longitudinal studies with repeated measurements. One such limitation is development of habituation to the stimulus. In a longitudinal study of the effect of caloric restriction in nociception in mice (42-100 weeks), latency response times in the 50°C hot plate changed with age. In that study, latency times decreased sharply over a few weeks and remained lower for several weeks, a phenomenon thought by the authors to represent habituation learning. 36 Another limitation of currently used methods is the nonspecific nature of the stimulus. For example, with thermal stimuli (hot plate test or tail flick), temperatures greater than 45°C stimulate both A␦ and C fibers. 37 Cold thermal testing is not standardized and is nonspecific at temperatures lower than 10°C. 38 Further, the response to thermal and mechanical pressure stimuli can be altered by the animals' skin color, thickness, and body temperature. 27, 39, 40 Therefore, a method without these limitations would greatly add to available tools for the study of nociception.
To study age-related changes in nociception, we developed an assay that enables longitudinal investigations of complex pain-avoiding behavior. Unlike methods that measure simple reflexive responses to noxious stimuli to phasic nociceptive stimulation, we developed a behavior test where vocalization is the endpoint to terminate the noxious stimulus. As shown by others, audible vocalization is a behavior known to occur in response to electrical stimulus in rodents and to be a reliable supraspinal complex response to noxious stimulation. 39, 41 In addition, we were able to eliminate variability of operator interpretations of animal response to stimulus, standardize measurements, and automate the entire method. Another potential advantage of our method for longitudinal animal studies is that the electrical sine-wave stimuli delivered to the skin has constant current output and therefore directly stimulates nerve fibers independent of physical factors at the site of stimulation. 39, 42 That way, changes in skin thickness, temperature, and water content, which might occur with the aging process and might affect transduction of noxious stimuli, are unlikely to impact on the animal's response to electrical stimuli. 39, 42 Therefore, this assay may be a useful tool for studies of the physiology and pharmacology of nociception because it does not produce injury or habituation, controls for changes that might impact on function of peripheral nociceptors, and yet elicits complex response to noxious stimuli.
Neurospecificity of the electrical stimulus at the frequencies used in this investigation is a matter of debate.
To deliver electrical stimuli at 5, 250, and 2,000 Hz, we used a device that has been used for in vivo and in vitro studies, and in clinical settings for diagnosis of neuropathies [43] [44] [45] and investigations of pharmacodynamics of topical analgesics 46 and of mechanisms of nociception. 47, 48 Although a matter of controversy, there is in vivo and in vitro evidence supporting the notion that electrical stimuli delivered at 2,000, 250, and 5 Hz preferentially activate A␤, A␦, and C fibers, respectively. 21 Using action potential intracellular recordings from isolated dorsal root ganglia neurons with attached dorsal roots, researchers showed that C fibers were activated by 5-Hz and not by 250-or 2,000-Hz sine-wave stimuli. 21 In addition, 2,000-Hz stimulation at low intensity selectively activated A␤, and at significantly higher intensity, it stimulated A␦ neurons. 21 Lastly, 250-Hz stimulation was shown to stimulate A␦ and A␤ but not C fibers. 21 In that same study, in vivo patch clamp recordings showed that in response to cutaneous stimulation at 250 and 5 Hz, large-amplitude excitatory postsynaptic currents in substantia gelatinosa neurons (known to receive synaptic input from A␦ and C fibers) were observed. This finding suggests that 250-Hz and high-intensity 2,000-Hz electrical stimuli activate A␦-fiber neurons, and 5-Hz stimulus specifically activates C-fiber neurons. 21 Our finding that vocalization with 2,000-Hz stimulation (not necessarily a noxious stimulus) occurred only at much higher amperage than with 250 and 5 Hz might suggests that pain-avoiding behavior resulted from stimulation of A␦ fibers, which is in agreement with those in vitro findings. Other studies in rats showing that after intrathecal morphine animals had increased threshold only to the 5-Hz electrical stimulus applied to the hind paw also support the concept that 5-Hz stimulus activates C fibers. 49 Another study showed that in rats receiving 2% intrathecal lidocaine, the time for return to baseline values of cutaneous sensory threshold was longer for 5-Hz (C fiber) and 250-Hz (A␦ fiber) than for 2,000-Hz (A␤) stimulation. 50 Such pattern of recovery from a nerve block with local anesthetics is similar to that observed in humans undergoing spinal anesthesia-smalldiameter fibers (C and A␦ fibers) recover later than large-diameter fibers (A␤). Therefore, although neurospecificity of the electrical stimuli used in this investigation is incompletely established and still a matter of controversy, there is evidence to suggest that 2,000, 250, and 5 Hz preferentially activate A␤, A␦, and C sensory nerve fibers, respectively. With this investigation we showed that our assay, with its noninjurious and automated properties, adds to the armamentarium of tools to study nociception, possibly allowing for serial measurements of specific sensory fiber current vocalization thresholds.
We evaluated whether animals develop habituation to electrical stimuli and whether stimulation at a given frequency impacts on current vocalization threshold of the other frequencies used. With regard to habituation to the electrical stimulus, we found that the first vocalization threshold was higher than all or some of the subsequent four measurements for 2,000-, 250-, and 5-Hz stimulations. However, during each age study period, we measured vocalization threshold every other day within a period of 2 weeks and observed no significant changes on current vocalization threshold from one day to the next. The fact that variations within daily measurements were not observed from one day to the next and that the changes over all age study periods were nonlinear suggest that even if there is some habituation learning, it is a very short-lasting phenomenon. Unlike what is reported with thermal and mechanical stimulus, 25, 36 mice are unlikely to develop habituation to electrical stimulation, and this supports the suitability of this assay for serial measurements of complex pain-avoiding behavior elicited by noxious stimuli.
With regard to the question of whether stimulation with a given frequency impacts on vocalization threshold to other frequencies, we found that current vocalization threshold to 5-Hz stimulation (C fiber) was not affected by sequence of electrical stimuli. Conversely, at the youngest age, current vocalization thresholds for 2,000 Hz (preferentially A␤) or 250 (A␦) were lower when 5 Hz (preferentially C fiber) preceded compared with when it followed 2,000-or 250-Hz stimulations. One possible explanation for this finding is that repeated stimulation with 5-Hz frequency leads to windup phenomenon, consequent heightened sensitivity, and in turn lower current vocalization threshold to 2,000-Hz (A␤) and 250-Hz (A␦ fibers) stimuli. [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] That this phenomenon was observed only in young mice could possibly be due to morphologic changes that occur with aging, such as a relative reduction in C and A␦ fibers 16, 32, 56 or reduction of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor, which is known to be involved in windup and central sensitization and to be reduced in senescence. 53, 54, 57, 58 However, our findings are in conflict with those in rats indicating that windup phenomenon seen with C-fiber activation on the spinal nociceptive pathways on the flexor reflexes is more slowly attenuated in aged than in adult rats. 59 Although the effect of aging in windup phenomenon was not tested in our study, these discrepant results may be explained by the differences in species and methodologies used. However, it is conceivable that our nociception assay could be used for research studies of events leading to windup and central sensitization.
Despite several potential advantages of this novel method, our findings should be interpreted with caution because our study has limitations. One such limitation is the lack of cross-sectional controls for each age group. Given our longitudinal study design, animals were studied repeatedly throughout the aging process. One could postulate that the changes observed are confounded by re-peated experience of pain throughout life and not entirely reflective of effects of aging in nociception. Although this possibility cannot be ruled out, one would expect that linear, instead of curvilinear, changes in current vocalization threshold would result from repeated exposure to electrical stimuli. The fact that we observed a U-shaped instead of linear pattern of change in vocalization thresholds possibly suggests that repeated exposure to electrical stimulation is an unlikely reason for the changes observed. Further, the fact that there were no differences in current vocalization threshold from one day to the next within each of the 2 weeks of every-other-day testing conducted during each age period evaluation might suggest that repeated exposure to stimuli insignificantly contributes to our long-term findings. In addition, our finding of a Ushaped pattern for vocalization threshold in response to electrical stimulation over the life span of mice is in agreement with that of others measuring complex behavior responses to tonic pain. 15 This congruence in results suggests that our findings are likely explained by age-related changes in nociception. Another limitation of our study is that we did not include male mice. One might argue that variability resulting from uncontrolled estrous phase and status among female mice could have contributed to the results. Although this possibility cannot be eliminated, the fact that there were no significant differences in daily vocalization thresholds within each of the 2-week evaluations at each age study period (when female mice could have gone through multiple estrous cycles) suggests that the impact of estrous cyclicity was likely insignificant. In a recent meta-analysis of studies of nociception, researchers showed that estrous cyclicity in female rodent adds no significant variability to data obtained from male counterparts, a result that we believe supports the validity of our findings and the use of female mice. 60 In summary, we developed a novel nociception assay and showed age-related changes in current vocalization threshold to electrical stimuli believed to preferentially stimulate A␤, A␦, and C sensory nerve fibers. We showed that over the life span of mice, current vocalization threshold to electrical stimulus has a U-shaped pattern that is possibly age related, and middle-aged mice have higher sensitivity to noxious stimulus than young and senescent mice. Therefore, our findings add to the body of literature indicating that there are age-related changes in nociception, that these changes are curvilinear, and that in the study and treatment of pain, age of subjects should be considered.
